Concluding remarks about relevance, modal and entailment logics are stated. Complete relational ternary semantics are provided for the logics introduced in this paper.
Introduction
In this paper we show how to define a constructive negation for positive logics included in TW + . The logic TW + is positive Ticket Entailment without the contraction axiom (see, e.g., (Anderson & Belnap 75) ). From another point of view it can also be considered as the positive fragment (without fusion °) of the exponential-free fragment of linear logic without the permutation axiom (see (Restall 99) , p.73). Still, from another perspective, TW + is just the minimal positive logic of Anderson and Belnap (see (Anderson & Belnap 75) , p. 294) with the distributive laws.
The notion of constructive negation we are going to show how to introduce is (minimally) intuitionistic in character. The idea is to understand the negation of A as equivalent to A implying a falsity constant of some type, though negation is introduced by means of a propositional (unary) connective. But, unlike (minimal) intuitionistic logic, this notion is devoid of paradoxical theses as A → ( ¬A →¬B ) and others of the sort. The concept of constructive negation we are discussing could be syntactically described as having the following essential (constructive) principles: contraposition (A1, T2, below), double negation (T1), reductio (A3, T15, T16), semi-interdefinition between → and ∧ (T17-T20); De Morgan laws (T9, T10) and non-contradiction (T21).
The result of adding this type of negation to TW + is the logic called TW cr . (TW + with constructive contraposition and reductio).
Next, we briefly comment on two related results. In (Méndez et al., 02 ) the logic ML mr is defined as equivalent (but only roughly) to TW cr . Negation in ML mr is defined with a falsity constant. In (Robles & Méndez 04) it is shown how to introduce the constructive negation we are here discussing in propositional logics with the Converse Ackermann Property (CAP). Our aim in this paper is different, we will concentrate upon two topics: -The reductio axioms. We will thoroughly study these axioms within the context of the logic TW + . (The reductio axioms are summarily treated in (Méndez et al., 02) . And on the other hand, as they are derivable from the positive sublogics, they are uninteresting in logics with the CAP).
-The behaviour of the constructive negation within the context of logics included in Lewis' modal logics (so, in modal relevance logics like logic of Entailment E etc.). In this sense it can be shown, for example:
-The reductio axioms are not derivable in TW c (TW + plus the (constructive) contraposition axioms.
-Though TW cr lacks contraction, assertion and related axioms, still it has interesting restricted versions of these theses.
-TW cr is not included in Entailmen logic E.
-Let S4 + be the positive fragment of Lewis' S4 (see (Hacking 63) ) and E + the positive fragment of Entaiment logic E (see (Anderson & Belnap 75) ). Let S4 c and E c the result of adding constructive negation to S4 + and E + . Though E c and S4 c are not included in E and S4, respectively, they do not collapse in Relevance logic R (see (Anderson & Belnap 75) ) or intuitionistic logic I.
We assume acquaintance of the reader with ternary relational semantics and with positive logic TW + (see, e.g., (Anderson & Belnap 75) or (Restall 99) ). The structure of the paper is as follows: In §1, 2 the logic TW c is recalled. In §3, the logic TW cr is syntactically defined, and in §4 TW cr semantics are introduced and semantic consistency and completeness are proved. Moreover, a number of equivalent syntactic and semantic axiomatizations of TW cr are provided. Finally, in §5 we lean on the material in the previous paragraphs to draw some conclusions and establish some facts about (relevance and non-relevance) modal logics.
The logic TW c
The logic TW + is axiomatized as follows (see, e.g., (Anderson & Belnap 75) 
):
Axioms:
Rules of inference:
Modus ponens: if A and A→B, then B Adjunction: if A and B, then A∧B We add the unary connective ¬ (negation) to the sentential language of TW + . Then, in order to define the logic TW c (TW + with constructive contraposition), we add to TW + the axioms:
The following theorems are derivable in TW c :
The axiom A1 is a form of (constructive) contraposition. (The other is T2), and A2 is permuted A1 (T3 is permuted T2). We remark that T4, T5 and T6 can be generalized: to the case in which C is a negative formula.
The proof of the two following propositions on alternative formulations of TW c are left to the reader (see (Robles & Méndez 04) 
Semantics for TW c
A TW + model (see, e.g., (Méndez et al., 02) ) is a quadruple < K, O, R,  > where K is a set, O a subset of K and R a ternary relation defined on K subject to the following definitions and postulates for all a, b, c, d∈K:
 is a valuation relation from K to the sentences of the positive language satisfying the following conditions for all propositional variables p, wffs A, B and a, b, c∈K:
A formula is valid ( TW+ A) iff aA for all a∈O in all models.
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A TW c model is a quintuple < K, O, S, R,  > where < K, O, R,  > is a TW + model and S a subset of K such that S∩O≠∅. The following clause and postulates are also added:
A (A is TW c valid) iff aA for all a∈O in all models.
The set S shall be below canonically interpreted as the set of all consistent theories (a theory is inconsistent if it contains the negation of a theorem). On the other hand, the set O is in its turn interpreted as the set of all regular theories ( a theory is regular if it contains all theorems). So, the condition S∩O≠∅ guarantees the existence of at least one regular and consistent theory. Regarding clause (v¬), as it was noted in the introduction, we understand the negation of A as the implication of a falsity constant F by A i.e., In (Robles & Méndez 04) , it is proved that A is a theorem of TW c iff A is TW c valid.
The logic TW cr
The logic TW cr is defined by adding to TW c the axiom Note that the reductio rules
are immediate from T15, T16. On the other hand, T11, T12, T13 and T14 can be generalized:
These generalized theorems are proved as follows:
Let us, for example, prove T12g (n=k).
PROOF. -By the prefixing axiom of TW + :
Again by the prefixing axiom
By 2 and 3
Finally, by the transivity theorems of TW + and (4) and (5), we have
That is, T12g (n=k). PROOF. -We sketch a proof of Proposition 3:
1. T17-T20 are equivalent by contraposition (A1, T2) and double negation (T1).
2. R1 and R2 are equivalent by T1. 3. Concerning A3, R1 and R2: -A3 is immediate from R1. So, it is derivable from R2 by 2.
-R1 is derivable from A3 and T2. So, R2 is derivable by 2. 4. Concerning A3 and T17-T20:
-T17-T20 are, of course, derivable from A3.
-For the converse, prove, for example, A3 with T17 using A1 and T2. Then, T17-T20 are provable by 1.
5. T15, T16 and T17 are equivalent. A11 is derivable from T15 or T16: it is derivable from R1, R2 (3).
6. T11-T14 and A3 are equivalent: -A3 is derivable from T11 by A1 and A2.
-A3 is derivable from T13 (T11 is immediate fron T13).
-A3 is derivable from T12: T13 is derivable from T5 and T12.
-A3 is derivable from T14. Prove T17 with A1, T4 and T14. Then, apply 5. The theorems of such a weak logic as Routley's B + (see, e.g., (Restall 99) ) suffices for the negationless part of TW cr . Next, T2 is used for the negation case. Now, let T14g be T14g (n=k), i.e.,
By Lemma 1, 2 and 3
Now, 4 is T14g (n=k−1). As the procedure can be iterated, T14g axiomatizes TW cr instead of T14. ■
Finally, concerning T21, we leave open the question as whether it is equivalent to T11-T20 (see §5).
Semantics for TWcr
A TW cr model is similar to a TW c model, we just add the postulate
PA3. Rabc & c∈S⇒(∃x∈S)R 2 abbx
Now, we prove
PROOF. -Given the semantic consistency of TW c (all TW c theorems are valid), we just have to prove that A3 is valid, which is accomplished by using PA3. ■ Next, we go into proving completeness. First, we define the canonical model. The canonical model is the structure < K
> is the TW + canonical model and S C is the set of all prime consistent theories (K C is the set of all prime theories and O C is the set of all prime regular theories). A theory is a set of formulas closed under adjunction and provable entailment. A theory is inconsistent iff it contains the negation of a theorem. A theory is regular if it contains all theorems. A theory a is prime if whenever A∨B∈a, then A∈a or B∈a. Now, we prove a lemma stating the equivalence in TW cr between inconsistent theories and theories containing a contradiction provided that theories are regular. By T1, ¬¬(B∧¬B)∈a.
As

¬(B∧¬B)
is a theorem (T21), a is inconsistent. ■ Now, let us say that a theory a is absolutely inconsistent iff all wff belong to it. Then, though "if a is absolutely inconsistent, then a is inconsistent" obviously hold, the converse does clearly fail in TW cr . Now, given the completeness of TW c , we only have to prove that postulate PA3 holds canonically, i.e., 
